Consumer Products ∙ CASE Study

World Leading Food Processor
SAP Enables Food Processor to Meet Customer Traceability & Labeling Requirements

SUMMARY
This food processor is a world leader in providing quality products and custom solutions for the food industry, co-manufacturing meat, beef, pork, chicken, poultry and seafood, as well as vegetable dough, fruit and cheese based products. Working with some of the largest food and food service companies in the industry, this company needed to meet new customer
traceability and labeling requirements that included a Serial Shipping Container Code (SSSC), a GS1 standard case label
and the transfer of key supply chain data. The objective of this project was to design and implement a solution that supported current and future customer requirements while limiting the impact to current operations.

CHALLENGES & SOLUTIONS
Challenge 1: Meet customers’ Serial Shipping Container

the label. Then, Clarkston built an interface that sends the la-

Code (SSCC) and case label requirements

bel design to the print-and-apply vendor equipment. The interface also allows interactive label data transfer directly from

Solution: This food processor had a number of large, key

SAP ERP to the MES print-and-apply systems. Labeling on

customers requiring them to add Serial Shipping Container

the case matches the pallet labels for full use at the ware-
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tional customer-specific case labels utilizing GS1 standards.
These labeling changes required this company to make not

Challenge 2: Traceability data transfer for large food

only design changes to their labels, but also process and

service customer.

technology changes.
Solution: For food safety and traceability purposes, one of this
To meet the requirement of SSCC labeling of outbound pal-

processor’s large food service customers now requires their ven-
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The solution allows for the SSCC to be added to the label at

manufacturing, and distribution. The program then transmits the
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tomer traceability on their finished product, tracing back to intermediates and raw material ingredients. This sharing of data is yet

For the case label solution, both customer and company spe-

another investment that demonstrates this food processor’s

cific case labels were needed. Graphical design software, SAP

commitment to supply chain integrity and ultimately food safety.

label creation functionality and ERP data were used to create

RESULTS

PARTNERING for SUCCESS

Clarkston’s solutions have first and foremost allowed this food

This company leveraged Clarkston’s industry expertise, as well

processor to satisfy their key customers’ food safety and trace-

as regulatory, process, technology and change management

ability requirements. The design of the solution aligns with the

experience to design a solution that aligned with their custom-

widely accepted GS1 standards and establishes a solid platform

ers’ requirements. This food processor is now positioned to

on which other requirements can be built. Additionally, Clarkston

make a meaningful contribution to their customers’ traceability

ensured that these solutions leveraged this company’s current

initiatives and is equipped to be responsive to future require-

SAP investment and minimally impacted operations.

ments as food safety continues to be an industry trend.
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Clarkston Consulting is a different kind of management and technology consulting firm.
We deliver a unique experience for market leaders within the Consumer Products and Life
Sciences industries. Considering professionalism, expertise, and value as prerequisites,
we take service a step further through our unyielding commitment to the success of people
as individuals, both our clients and our employees. By combining integrity, adaptability,
and a whatever-it-takes attitude, we have achieved an extremely high rate of referral and
repeat business and a 10-year average client satisfaction rating of 97%.

